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Abstract

Computer vision offers a number of techniques that can be used in the context of pictorial information systems. To motivate this point of view, we first present the basic issues involved in computer vision and in multimedia information systems, and emphasize the differences between these domains. We then outline the contributions that computer vision can make to the development of efficient multimedia information systems, especially for handling queries by visual example (QVE).

In the second part of the paper, we concentrate on the matters of archiving and retrieving images from large databases, in the case of QVE. An approach is proposed that relies on two concepts, namely relevance and focus-of-attention. These mechanisms allow to locate and select the most pertinent information from images. They can be used at the image archival stage, to automatically determine which parts of the image should provide meaningful indices to be compiled into the image access tables. Relevance and focus-of-attention are also important at the retrieval stage, to efficiently select from a database the images that best match a given pictorial query.

1. Computer Vision for Multimedia Information Systems

1.1 Computer Vision

Computer vision (CV) aims at analyzing image data to understand the structure and content of scenes (e.g. [25] [28] [33] [38]). Images are organized along two or three dimensions, the third dimension being depth (e.g. [30]), or time as in the case of video sequences (e.g. [19]). The basic paradigm in model-based computer-vision is the interpretation of observations by comparison and matching with known models of the objects to be recognized.

Humans and animals are extremely skilled at using visual cues for inferring information about their environment. This fact has inspired many computer vision researchers, not only in the attempt to mimic the human visual system, but also by offering concrete pieces of information regarding the possible organization of a computer vision system. Hints from neurophysiology and cognitive psychology abound (e.g. [14] [36] [38] [57] [58]). There are for example experimental observations, such as the fact that object recognition is achieved in a few 100ms., leading to conjecture that less than a few tens neural cycles suffice to perform identification ([48]). It is also speculated that the human “model-base” might contain from 30’000 to 100’000 basic models ([6]). Despite this high number, humans can recognize objects under almost any affine or projective transformation. From a more general perspective, neurophysiology and psychology have revealed that the human visual system is structured into separate pathways, linking hierarchically organized modules that perform specific functions. The role of massive feedbacks is now acknowledged as, of course, the importance of parallel processing.

It is often recognized that despite initial hopes, computer vision has only achieved a limited success. Although there are now numerous applications of image analysis and vision techniques in research, industrial and daily life environments, the ultimate objective of realizing a general purpose computer vision system is still very far away. The goal of reproducing most of the human visual abilities thus remains elusive.

Computer vision is hard for many reasons: the problem is mathematically ill-defined, computationally intractable, and, last but not least, information extracted from real data is highly corrupted by noise ([25] [56]). Finding a general mathematical formulation of the vision problem still appears to be out of reach. The major current issue is to confront complexity by reducing input information as much as possible, and by using top-down constraints and feedback loops as early as feasible in the recognition process. Another trend consists of the active selection of input data, for example using moving cam-
era heads (e.g. [1]). Finally, in order to be able to handle real and poor quality data, it now becomes clear that domains of application have to be well specified, and heuristics used as often as possible.

1.2 Multimedia Information Systems

Multimedia information systems (MIS) aim at archiving and retrieving data from multiple sources of different types: text, music, speech, images (drawings, graphics, photographs), video sequences (news, movies) (e.g. [22] [31] [50] [60]). MIS research is multidisciplinary, as it involves database management, signal processing and computer vision, text and natural language processing, networking, human-media interaction.

The major operations that occur when dealing with a MIS are: the construction and precompilation of the database in order to optimize future searches, search operations to answer specific queries, browsing and selection amongst answers, and possibly search refinement. MIS are particularly well suited to exploratory “data mining”, that is the search for relevant pieces of information in large knowledge repositories. The role of the human user in such operations is fundamental, at various stages: for selecting the appropriate data to be archived, for formulating and refining queries, and for browsing amongst responses to these queries.

1.3 Image and/or Spatial Databases

Images, be they static or dynamic video sequences, are certainly at the heart of any MIS. There is currently a distinction between spatial databases (e.g. [27] [37]) and image databases (e.g. [26] [29]), the former dealing more with the topological structure of the images, and the latter with their pictorial or semantic content. As techniques converge, this distinction will certainly become deprived of practical significance.

A central problem in information retrieval from pictorial databases is the handling of queries (e.g. [4] [13] [32] [50]). Structured, symbolic queries à la SQL are well suited to MIS where text descriptions of images exist, for example in the case of paintings. Such queries seem harder to use in the case of images with unrestricted content. In such situations, it is known that purely structural approaches to object recognition perform satisfactorily only in very restricted situations, such as for the analysis of line drawings, characters, or geographical maps (e.g. [49]).

The intuitive nature of data exploration is better suited to fuzzy than to symbolic queries. Such queries can be divided into queries by subjective descriptions (QSD) and queries by visual examples (QVE) ([35]). With QSD’s, the user inputs a rough description, not necessarily pictorial, of the desired information. The query can for example consist of a series of adjectives describing certain subjective global attributes of images (such as “rather geometrical”, “vividly colored”, etc. [35]). In the case of QVE’s, both objective and subjective pictorial criteria are provided to the system. Objective criteria are for example the dominant hue of the image to be retrieved, or the average size of the objects. More subjective criteria may for example be the dominant orientation of the patterns, or a hand-drawn sketch of a particular shape (e.g. [41]).

More and more examples of pictorial databases are appearing, commercially or within the research community. Regarding static images, applications can be found in the following domains: medical (Picture Archiving and Communication Systems - PACS, e.g. [46]), geographical (Geographical Information Systems - GIS [34] [49], earth-space observation [18]), museums and libraries (e.g. [5] [12] [35] [43] [47]), security (fingerprints, faces [3] [42]), artifact catalogs, home computing (handling of photographs), news agencies, etc.

Regarding video sequences, applications now revolve around automated channel selection, surveillance, or movies on demand. It will for example be possible to automatically browse through all channels offering a soccer match or a sumo wrestling contest ([15] [51] [61]). Such applications will certainly change focus with time, as TV channels will more and more be accompanied by data channels communicating the nature of the information being broadcasted. It will then not be anymore necessary to use complex techniques to locate channels offering a specific content, but rather to be able to eliminate unwanted information (such as commercial ads!).

MIS handling pictorial information have to deal with a number of data types (e.g. [22]). Raw binary data can be pixels, voxels, Binary Large Objects - BLOBS, video segments. In order to analyze such data, structures for representing image primitives and attributes of varying degrees of complexity are required. In addition, it is necessary to represent more global pieces of information, typically geometric, contextual or temporal (e.g. [21]).

1.4 Contribution of Computer Vision to Multimedia Information Systems

Several similarities exist between CV for objects location and recognition in images, and CV for MIS. Obviously, most basic techniques are the same. Also, in both cases, multiple data types have to be handled, and spatial queries to be processed.

There are however a number of differences between
CV for object recognition and for MIS. The major one is certainly the importance of human interaction in CV for MIS. The user is active, and is able to reformulate queries according to the results. In addition, and very importantly, there is no need to provide a perfect answer to a given search; several choices can be given, amongst which the user will browse. Another difference is that an image archive is not an object model-base, as could be obtained from a CAD/CAM design system. A complete, detailed representation is in general not available for describing the images in the archive. Finally, in MIS, it is conceivable that information be distributed into several repositories, whereas in object recognition there is usually only one modelbase.

What is then the role that computer vision techniques can play in MIS? We see significantly new contributions of CV to MIS in the case of queries by visual examples (QVE), and possibly in the case of queries by subjective description (QSD).

First, at the archival stage, the database has to be pre-compiled in order to optimize further searches. This involves extracting the most relevant primitives from the images, and organizing them ([11]). An additional problem is the automatic selection of keywords in order to build textual indexes ([24] [59]). Second, concerning the human-media interactions, due to the highly interactive and human-controlled nature of MIS, computer vision techniques might be necessary to translate queries by visual examples in terms of retrievable image primitives and attributes. Finally, at the retrieval stage, vision techniques have to be used for answering pictorial queries. In summary, only computer vision techniques can provide methodologies that allow search by content in pictorial MIS. The problem is a complex one, not only due to the need of interpreting fuzzy search criteria, but also since quite dissimilar data and models must be matched, and because of the efficiency constraint ([17]). Only a large use of domain heuristics will allow to satisfy all these requirements.

Interface design is usually a neglected issue in the development of a CV system for object recognition. In the context of MIS, care has to be taken to build multi-modal, intuitive interfaces, as users will certainly not be very computer-literate. Interesting developments for example revolve around automatic gesture recognition for interfacing with a computer system ([55]), in the use of virtual environments ([16]), or in speech recognition and natural language processing.

Amongst the various pictorial MIS existing or under development, most make only a parsimonious use of image analysis or computer vision techniques. For example, in medical PACS or museum applications, queries are generally answered on the basis of text records accompanying image data. This process requires manual image or video annotation, which may be tedious, slow, or too expensive. In order to improve the current systems, automatic generation of textual or symbolic description is thus necessary. This will certainly be a key factor for the development of computer vision techniques for multimedia applications.

2. Relevance- and Attention-based CV for Pictorial MIS

2.1 Handling Queries by Visual Examples

Queries by visual examples can be divided into two categories, global and structural. Queries in the first category are typically based on color or texture. For specifying a global color query, the user selects one or more dominant colors in Hue-Saturation-Lightness (HLS) space, as well as the relative percentage of each color that the retrieved images should contain (e.g. [35] [41]). For textural queries, the user may specify dominant orientations, or measures of activity of the textures to be retrieved (e.g. [4] [42]). Various traditional image analysis methods are available for handling such global queries. Current efforts aim at developing ergonomic user interfaces, as well as optimizing the search procedure ([17]).

More difficult is the matter of handling structural queries, where the user provides (possibly by drawing) a rough sketch of the “shape” that must be found in the database (e.g. [3] [4] [13] [24] [35] [41] [42]). In this case global techniques cannot be applied, since each shape defines a relational structure that must be spatially localized in the image. For each component of the shape, a correspondence must be found with a primitive in the matching image, and the consistency of all the spatial relations between these primitives with respect to the structural query must be verified. This can be formulated as a graph matching problem, which is known to be NP-complete.

In order to make this query mode feasible in practical applications, this general-case complexity must be reduced through some heuristics. The possibility of interaction with the user (cf. §1.4 above) clearly relaxes the constraint of finding the perfect match, and allows for multiple partial responses, amongst which the user may browse. Still, three basic problems can be identified for handling structural queries:

a) extracting basic image primitives and ranking them according to a measure of “quality”;

b) locating and describing the most “interesting”
structures in the image;

c) finding a correspondence between the structural query and the primitives extracted at compile time from the images in the database.

In the following, we propose a three-steps strategy for solving these problems. At each step, heuristics are introduced to greatly reduce the computational complexity of the whole matching process:

a) ranking of image primitives by a relevance measure. This allows to choose the “best” primitives on which to start the matching process, and to greatly prune the search space;

b) locating “attention regions” containing structures of interest in the image, by means of a focus-of-attention mechanism. This also leads to a great reduction of the search space, since it permits to isolate groups of primitives likely to belong to a single object;

c) using fast indexing techniques for recognition, such as hashing methods. This requires to factor out variability of object appearances due to changes in scale and rotation.

In the rest of this paper, a general framework is presented for the three steps described above.

2.2 Relevance

Recognizing objects from a set of image primitives is a search problem of exponential complexity in the general case ([25] [56]). A major challenge in computer vision is therefore to select information that is relevant for recognition (e.g. [1] [10]). Significant efforts currently aim at developing efficient visual indexing schemes as a coarse but rapid preliminary recognition step ([20] [54]). Such schemes rely on finding those few key, or relevant, features that will drastically reduce the complexity of the search. A first problem is to find these features in a vast pool of image primitives. An additional issue is the impossibility to perfectly segment the target object: primitives are distorted, broken or simply missing. Finally, it is difficult to segregate object primitives from background ones. In this subsection, the definition and measurement of relevance values ([7] [8] [9]) is presented.

Let an image (or video frame) under consideration be segmented into \( P \) classes of primitives, such as line segments, circular arcs, and regions. The number of different primitive types is denoted by \( p = 1 \ldots P \), (here \( P = 3 \)). Let a simple token \( \tau_p \) be a particular primitive of type \( p \). Let a token map \( M^P \) be the set of all tokens of type \( p \) extracted from the image, together with their attributes and spatial relationships.

Objects or items of interest in an image may be composed of groups of simple tokens; one such local arrangement of simple tokens is called a complex token \( T_j = \{ \tau_1^p, \ldots, \tau_n^p \} \). A complex token is therefore a structural entity, described by its components (segments, and/or arcs, and/or regions) and having its own coordinate system. Complex tokens are used for qualitative matching of objects with models, which is an operation typical of queries by visual examples (cf. §2.4).

For research purposes, we have constructed an artificial database of which representative images are shown in Figure 1; they are 256 \( \times \) 256 color pictures of multiple 2-D objects (or 3-D objects presenting a stable 2-D view), lying on complex, textured backgrounds (gift wrap-paper). This type of images represents a difficult testbed since the highly textured background produces a large amount of primitives. In addition, the patterns that compose the background interfere with the foreground objects, so that no classic segmentation procedure can provide reliable primitives representing these objects (e.g. Figure 2, top, for segmentation examples). This research database currently holds about 60 different shape models superposed on different backgrounds, yielding about 200 composite images. Each image contains \( \geq 1 \) objects, each of which is presented at a different rotation, position, and scale factor.

![Figure 1: Typical samples from the current database of 200 images (originals are in color).](image)

The line segment extraction is performed using a standard algorithm. A filter is then applied to remove segments shorter than a certain threshold (Figure 2.a, top). Circular arcs are obtained from a least-squares fit to the chains provided by the Canny edge detection algorithm (Figure 2.b, top). The region segmentation algorithm is based on two separate region growing mechanisms, that operate on the RGB color input image as well as on the Hue and Saturation planes. The results of the two segmentations processes are then fused, keeping the largest regions when overlapping is detected. The final result consists of a single region map (Figure 2.c, top).

For each simple token \( \tau_p \) of type \( p = 1 \ldots 3 \) (line segments, circular arcs, regions) extracted from the input
image, the relevance \( \rho(\tau'_p) \in [0, 1] \) is defined by [7]:

\[
\rho(\tau'_p) = r(\tau'_p) \cdot s(\tau'_p),
\]

(1)

where \( r(\tau'_p) \) and \( s(\tau'_p) \) are respectively the reliability and the significance measures of \( \tau'_p \), detailed below. High reliability indicates that a token is a meaningful entity, unlikely to have been generated simply by segmentation artifacts. The significance value measures the uniqueness of a token in the image; it is maximum when the attributes of \( \tau'_p \) make it unique in its type. The reliability and significance measures are obtained by analyzing some attributes computed for each primitive; the attributes employed for reliability and for significance are detailed below.

The attributes \( A^p(\tau'_p) \) used to compute the reliability of a token \( \tau'_p \) depend on the token map \( M^p \) to which it belongs. For line segments (\( p = 1 \)), the two attributes \( A^1(\tau'_p) \), \( r = 1, 2 \) are length and contrast. Regarding circular arcs, the four attributes \( A^2(\tau'_p), r = 1...4 \) are radius length, arc length, contrast, fit error. Finally, for regions, the reliability attributes \( A^3(\tau'_p), r = 1...3 \), are area, average contrast, and standard deviation of the color distribution.

The attributes \( A^p(\tau'_p) \) used to compute the significance of a token also depend on its type. For line segments, the two attributes \( A^1(\tau'_p) \), \( s = 1, 2 \) are length and orientation. Regarding circular arcs, the three attributes \( A^2(\tau'_p), s = 1...3 \) are radius length, arc length, turning angle. Finally, for regions, the two significance attributes \( A^3(\tau'_p), s = 1...2 \), are area, and average intensity.

The reliability of a given token \( \tau'_p \) is the normalized (over the whole token map \( M^p \)) sum of all its reliability attributes \( r \) defined for its primitive type \( p \):

\[
r(\tau'_p) = \frac{\sum_r A^p(\tau'_p)}{\sum_r \sum_i A^p(\tau'_p)} .
\]

(2)

The significance measure is obtained by computing the sum of squared differences of a token’s attributes with those of the other tokens of the same type:

\[
s(\tau'_p) = \sum_{s \neq i} (A^p(\tau'_p) - A^p(\tau'_p))^2.
\]

(3)

Results of the relevance computation are presented in Figure 2, bottom. This figure shows that relevance allows to assess the respective “importance” of tokens of a given type.

![Figure 2: primitives and relevance measures](image)

Relevances are computed independently for each type of primitive \( p \). In order to obtain relevance values that may be compared across all primitive types, the initial relevances are statistically redistributed in \([0,1]\) by separate histogram equalizations independently performed for each \( p \). This yields absolute relevance values \( \tilde{\rho}(\tau'_p) \):

\[
\rho(\tau'_p) \to \tilde{\rho}(\tau'_p) \in [0, 1] = Eq[\rho(\tau'_p)],
\]

(4)

where equalizing functions \( Eq[\ast] \) are learnt for each type of token, over a set of similar images. A simple token of type \( p \) therefore has the same a-priori probability to be assigned a given relevance as any other token of type \( p' \neq p \). After equalization, tokens of all \( P \) primitive types are ranked according to their \( \tilde{\rho} \) value. Using this relevance evaluation, it is then possible to assess the relative “importance” of each image primitive for recognition, and in consequence to integrate primitives of various types.

### 2.3 Focus-of-attention

The visual attention module simulates the capability of biological visual systems to rapidly detect and locate “interesting” parts of a static retinal image, in order to reduce the amount of data for object recognition [39] [40]. Several criteria are used by the human visual system to evaluate the importance of a certain stimulus in the image. Some of them, described here, can be characterized as bottom-up, or data-driven. They are obtained by computing measures of saliency by comparing information extracted at each location with the rest of the image. Oth-
er criteria, rather top-down, involve some previously-stored knowledge. For instance, similarity of the stimulus with the shape of objects that are important for a certain task may be used, and/or their spatial relations with other objects (see [39] for extensions of the bottom-up algorithm to this type of top-down information).

Figure 3: the bottom-up visual attention module.

The bottom-up subsystem is structured into three major stages, depicted in Figure 3. First, multiple retinotopic feature maps (F-maps) $F^k$, $k = 1...K$ are extracted from input images. The choice of these maps reflects some image properties that are computed in the visual cortex. Some of them represent chromatic information, and are obtained through color opponency filters red-green and blue-yellow. The other maps represent achromatic, high-frequency information, and are obtained through a bank of oriented, Gaussian 1st derivative filters. They encode information about the local edge orientation and magnitude, as well as local curvature.

The second stage of the attention system is represented by the extraction of the conspicuity maps (C-maps) $C^k$, one for each feature type $k$. The conspicuity maps represent $K$ bottom-up measures of interest in the interval $[0,1]$, at each location of the image. These measures are computed by convolving the feature maps with a bank of difference of oriented Gaussian filters, at multiple scales. The conspicuity map $C^k$ is then obtained by computing the squared response at each location, and by taking the local maximum across different orientation and scales (see [39] for more details).

In the third stage of the system, the conspicuity maps are integrated into a single saliency map, defined as the average sum of the C-maps. However, a simple average sum directly computed from the original C-maps would average out all salient locations, rather than clearly detecting them. For this reason, an iterative non-linear relaxation algorithm is first applied to all C-maps. The updating rule is obtained by minimizing an energy measure, which has the effect of reducing noise, and enforcing regions that are active throughout multiple maps. At convergence, a binary mask is obtained by thresholding the saliency map in the middle of the range $[0,1]$.

Figure 4 shows results obtained by the system on different types of input images. Even without any prior knowledge about objects of interest, the results successfully detect “irregularities” in the image, which correspond to objects that clearly stand out of a complex, textured background. In the context of pictorial MIS, this mechanism can be used to determine which are the “interesting” objects or parts of images that have to be used for archival or retrieval. Furthermore, in case of retrieval, it can be used to determine the most relevant components of the image query that must be found in the database.

Figure 4: results of the attention system on some images of the database.

If $M > 1$ regions are detected by the attention system, multiple objects of interest are assumed to be present in the scene. In order to reduce the computational complexity of the following processing stages, the image can be split into $M$ patches. In this way, only the information included in one patch is used for indexing at a given time. The results of the splitting procedure, implemented through a grass-fire algorithm, are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: splitting the image according to the results of the attention mechanism, on the image shown in Figure 1.a; (a) result from the relaxation process; (b) attention regions; (c) objects’ separation; (d) final patches.

The last stage for focalizing on the information necessary for accessing images or recognizing objects, consists of weighting the initial relevance values according to the location of the masks obtained by the focus of attention mechanism. A proximity measure $\pi(\tau_j) \in [0,1]$ is computed for each primitive $\tau_j$, with respect to the center of gravity of the attention region to which it belongs. $\pi(\tau_j)$ is maximal for close primitives, and decreases (exponentially) for more remote ones (cf.
The relevance \( \hat{\rho}(\tau_i) \in [0, 1] \) of a single token \( \tau_i \) is finally adjusted to take into account \( \pi(\tau_i) \), yielding \( \hat{\rho}(\tau_i) \in [0, 1] \):

\[
\hat{\rho}(\tau_i) = (\hat{\rho}(\tau_i) + \pi(\tau_i))/2. \tag{5}
\]

Figure 7 shows the most characteristic segments and regions, i.e. those with the higher relevance \( \hat{\rho}(\tau_i) \).

The extension of the present work to the handling of video sequences is described elsewhere ([23] [40]): using similar mechanisms, moving objects can be detected during an alerting phase, and tracked by means of a Kalman filter whose state vector describes positional features, such as a convex hull or a spline representation.

In order to generate the hypothesis of a complex token \( T_j \), the most relevant simple tokens \( \tau_i \) extracted from the image (Figure 7) activate a local, purposive grouping process. This grouping process searches amongst the other highly relevant simple tokens those that would compose one of the stored complex tokens from the model base. Given an initial activating token that indexes an object model, the problem is to find other primitives that satisfy the geometrical relations included in the object model. To this end, the coordinate system of the activating primitive is first selected; the rotation and scale transformations specified by the relation parameters are then applied, leading to a formulation of the object model compatible with the activating primitive. The scene is finally searched for the missing primitives. This also allows to recover poorly segmented data, because expectations about missing tokens locally redirect a new segmentation with optimally defined parameters. Using this approach, a recognition rate of 100% was achieved on the training set of 60 shapes (objects without complex background), and 80% of the testing set (series of 200 composite images). Errors were due to incorrect regions from the focus-of-attention (5.7%), inaccurate segmentation (2%), incorrect recovery of the rotation angle (8.3%), and miscellaneous, such as objects too similar (4%). This matching and indexing approach is invariant to rotation, scale, translation, and is robust to disturbing background patterns or segmentation errors. Extensions to projective invariance are underway ([53]).

In order to use this approach in the context of QVE, all images stored in the database have to be processed as described in subsections 2.2 and 2.3. The most pertinent primitives are thus located, and their relevance quantified; these primitives constitute the model complex tokens on which query patterns will have to be matched.

3. Where do we go from here?

The integration of relevance and attentional mechanisms lead to a general framework that allows to fuse data from different sources, recover from poor segmentation, and handle uncertainty in an uniform manner. The relevance measure allows to detect the most pertinent primitives, quantifying their “importance” for recognition. The focus-of-attention spatially locates the most salient features in an image, and filters out irrelevant primitives.

In the context of MIS, the relevance and attentional
concepts can be used for images archival, images retrieval, and for human-media interaction. For images archival, these concepts allow to select important features, to rank them according to their pertinence, and to locate items of interest in the images. It is then possible to use these most important items as indexing keys for accessing pictures. Regarding images retrieval, relevance and attentional mechanisms appear as general paradigms for exploratory data mining, that provide a framework for qualitative indexing and matching which can be used for QVE and possibly for QSD. Finally, regarding human media interaction, relevance could be used in two ways. First, at the input of complex conjunctive queries, users could be asked to provide a relevance factor together with each component of their request. Second, for presenting results to the user, relevance could be used to rank the images retrieved from the database with respect to the query.

The results of the proposed technique have been described in the context of an artificial, still complex image database. Our current work consists of the integration of these concepts into an images archiving and retrieval system, applied to news photographs and to textile samples. We are also investigating learning techniques for automatic construction of object descriptions, aiming at precompiling appropriate indexing keys for efficient image retrieval.

To conclude, computer vision offers a number of techniques that can be used in the context of pictorial information systems. More specifically, queries by means of visual examples need to heavily rely on pattern recognition and object matching methods. Future challenges are in the domain of automated determination of indexing keys from large data sets, and in the development of new interaction models that integrate computer vision methods.
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